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Message Delays in FDMA and TDMA Communication 
Channels 

Abstract-Message  delays under a  Time Division Multiple Access 
(TDMA) scheme and  the corresponding  Frequency Division Multiple 
Access (FDMA) scheme  are studied  and compared.  Under  a TDMA 
scheme,  a network  station  is assigned a number of slots for each time 
frame. Under the corresponding FDMA scheme, this  station  is allocated 
a  separate frequency  band  for which the  ratio between itb width and 
the channel  bandwidth  is  equal to  the corresponding time  portion allo- 
cated  by  the TDMA scheme. 

The distribution  of  the message delay  difference under  the  corre- 
sponding TDMA and FDM.A schemes, for  any message d v a l  stream, 
any  service  ordering  discipline and  at  ai~y time, is derived.  This  distri- 
bution is shown to be equal to  that of  a  simple  random  variable  associated 
with the message amval stream. Meskage delays  under  a TDMA scheme 
are shown to be  always  lower than  those  under  the corresponding 
FDMA scheme, but  the difference  value  is  lower than  the  time  frame 
duration.  Station-buffer  queue sizes under  both schemes  are shown to 
be  essentially the same. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND  SUMMARY 

W E CONSlDER a multi-access communication  channel, 
such as a  satellite  communication  channel,  with  band- 

width  equal to W Hz. The  channel serves a community o f M >  
2 stations,  each wishing to transmit  its messages  across the 
channel.  Information is  assumed to be transmitted over the 
channel at a  bit  rate  of CW-l bits/s*Hz. (This includes any 
desirable coding used to combat  channel  noise  and  intersym- 
bo1 interference  and to yield a  prescribed  bit  error  probability, 
see [1 51 -[ 171 .) 

The  channel is  assumed to be  synchronized.  Thus,  time is 
divided into equal-length  slots,  each  of  duration T seconds. The 
start of a message transmission across the channel  must  coincide 
with the beginning of  a  time  slot.  Time  slots  are  set to start  at 
each time t = n ~ ,  n = 0 ,  1,2, -. 

The  proper  sharing  of  the  channel  by  the  network users is 
supervised and  controlled by  the  underlying access-control 
discipline. A multitude  of access-control  schemes have been 
devised and  studied. In particular,  one distinguishes among 
access-control  procedures involving: futed-assignment  schemes; 
reservation  schemes (see [ l ]  ); polling schemes (see [4], [SI);  
random-access  schemes (see [2] ); or  any  combination  of  such 
schemes (see [ l ]  , [3j). 
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Fixed-assignment schemes are simple to implement,  manage, 
control,  and use. Such  schemes have therefore  been used uni- 
versally in  most (existing, as  well  as under design)  multi-access 
communication  channels.  Under  a fixed-assignment scheme, 
each  active  (or  currently  designated) station in the  network is 
assigned, on  a  futed  dedicated basis, channel transmission time 
and  bandwidth slots. In particular, TDMA  (Time  Division 
Multiple  Access) and FDMA (Frequency Division Multiple Ac- 
cess) schemes  are the  major fured-assignment schemes that 
have been  commonly  used. 

The  performance of different  access-control  schemes, under 
the given  message-traffic statistical  conditions, can be  com- 
pared  in  terms  of  their  delay-throughput  functions.  The  latter 
describe the variation of  message time  delays  (from the  instant 
of their  generation  or arrival at  the  station to  the instant  of 
their successful reception  by  the  destination  station) as a  func- 
tion of the  total  information  traffic  carried  by  the  communica- 
tion  channel. Station queue-size  functions  are also important 
in assessing buffer  requirements. In terms of these  indices  of 
performance, we note  that fmed-assignment access-control 
schemes can provide an efficient way to share,  the channel 
when the dedicated  channel resources (time  and  bandwidth) 
are  well-utilized by each  station.  This is, for  example,  the case 
when each  station is governed by a  steady  traffic  stream.  This 
is  also the case  when the traffic  streams  of  a  number  of  stations 
are  combined  into a joint traffic  scheme  for which dedicated 
channel  resources  are available. The  latter is, for  example,  the 
case when  a  satellite  with  on-board processing capabilities  or  a 
concentrating  earth  station is considered. 

Queue-size characteristics of discrete-time  queueing  systems, 
which  serve as proper TDMA and  slotted-FDMA  queueing 
models,  are well known  in  queueing  theory.  They have been 
used in [4] and [SI (see also the  summary  in [6] and  reports 
[7] and [ 1 I ] )  to yield queue-size distributions  for  a TDMA 
system,  under  the assumption of independent arrival streams 
(so that  the process of variables, representing the  number  of 
arrivals during  each  slot is a  sequence of i.i.d. random variables). 

On the  other  hand, results  for the  steady-state  distribution 
of  the message delay, under  a TDMA or FDMA procedure,  ap- 
parently have not been  published. A virtual message  waiting- 
time analysis appears in [4]. The same virtual  waiting-time  ap- 
proach is used in [12] to study TDMA  schemes. For  a Poisson 
message arrival process,  and a TDMA scheme  where  each 
station is assigned a single slot  within  each  time  frame,  an ex- 
pression for  the limiting average  message delay  has  been ob- 
tained in [8], using a  rather  complicated  approach (see  also 
P I  1. 
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Fig. 1 The  TDMA Time Structure and Variables U,, V,. 

For  a  station arrival message stream,  where  the  numbers  of 
message arrivals are independent  from  frame to frame  for 
TDMA schemes and from  slot to  slot  for FDMA schemes, ex- 
pressions  for  the  limiting message delay  -distributions  (under 
TDMA and FDMA procedures) have recently  been  derived in 
[ l ]  and [ l l ]  (see also [13]  and  [14]). 

The  main  objective of this  paper is to study  the  random 
variable representing the difference between  the delays of a 
message experienced  under TDMA and FDMA schemes. As- 
suming  virtually  arbitrary message' arrival streams and service 
ordering  disciplines (both held  equal  for  the TDMA and 
FDMA schemes  under  consideration),  we derive a  simple  re- 
sult  for  the  distribution of the delay  difference  variable, at  any 
time  (and not  only  at steady-state).  It is concluded that mes- 
sage delays  under  a TDMA scheme  are always lower  than  those 
under  the  corresponding FDMA scheme, but  that  the difference 
lies between 0 and M - 1  slots,  where M is the  number of  slots 
in the TDMA frame. 

The  random variable representing the difference between 
the FDMA and TDMA station queue-sizes is also  statistically 
characterized.  It is shown to be a  binary random variable that 
assumes the value of 0 and  1.  Consequently,  the TDMA and 
FDMA station  buffer queue-sizes  are noted  to be  essentially 
the same. 

The system. is described in Section I1 and  the basic delay 
difference  results  are  presented  and  derived in Section 111, 
assuming that each station is assigned a single slot  within the 
TDMA frame.  The  results  are  extended to  uniform  multi-slot 
per  frame  assignment  in  Section IV and conclusions  are  drawn 
in  Section V. In the  latter  section, we also  relate the separate 
FDMA and TDMA queue-size  and message-delay distribution 
results  derived in [ 11 and [ 1 I ]  , with  the  results  presented  here. 

11. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

We study  the queueing  behavior  of  one of the M network 
stations, say station  number 1.  Under the fured-assignment  ac- 
cess-control  disciplines  considered  here,  the  behavior of this 
station is independent  of  that  of  any  other  station. Thus, the 
performance  measures  derived  are  characteristic  of any  arbitrary 
station. 

Messages arrive at  the  station  according to  a  stochastic  proc- 
ess { A k ,  k 2 l}, where A k  denotes  the  number of message ar- 
rivals during the k-th slot. Messages can arrive at  the system 
only at  the  start of  a  slot.  The n-th message served is assumed 
to contain B, packets,  where {B,, . n > 1) is an arbitrary 
stochastic  sequence.  Each  packet  contains p-l bits,  where 

Under a TDMA discipline,  time is divided into successive 
periods called (time)  frames (see Fig. 1). Each frame  contains 
M successive slots.  The  first  slot  in  each  frame is dedicated for 
the transmissions  of the first station. The  (whole bandwidth 
of the) channel is thus available to  the  station  on a time-inter- 
rupted  basis. 

Messages arriving at  the  station  are  stored  in  its  buffer.  Fol- 
lowing the  station service ordering  discipline,  the  stored  mes- 
sages are  scheduled  for  transmission  across  the  channel.  Packet 
transmissions  occupy the whole bandwidth W of the channel. 
Thus,  each  packet is transmitted at a  rate  equal to C bits/s, so 
that  it takes  one  slot (r s) to  transmit  a single packet. 

Under  an FDMA discipline, the frequency  band  of the  com- 
munication  channel is divided into M disjoint  frequency  bands. 
The  station  under  consideration is assumed to be assigned a 
frequency  band  which is M-l W Hz wide. Consequently,  the 
bit  rate  of message transmissions at  the  station is set  equal to 
M-lC bits/s.  (For detailed joint access-control/modulation/ 
coding  analysis, see [ 1 51 - [ 171 .) 

Messages arriving at  the terminal are stored  in  its  buffer  and 
are scheduled  for  transmission  in  accordance  with the  under- 
lying service discipline.  Packets  are  now  transmitted  uninter- 
ruptedly at a  rate  of M-lC bitsls. Thus, the transmission of a 
single packet  requires M slots  (or Mr s). 

We are  interested  in  comparing TDMA and FDMA schemes. 
The  following  queue-size  and  delay variables are  defined  for 
the  station  under consideration. Messages are  counted  in  the 
order  of  their  service. 
Under an FDMA scheme: 

XkF = the  station message queue size (number of mes- 
sages waiting or tieing  transmitted)  following  the 
k-th  slot (i.e., at time kr+); 

WnF = the  waiting  time  of the  n-th message (in  slots); 
DnF = the  time  delay  (response  time)  of  the  n-th message 

(in slots); 

Under  a TDMA scheme: 

XkT = the  station message queue size at kr+; 
zkT = x k M ~  = the  station message queue-size at M r +  

(i.e.,  following  the start of  the  k-th 
frame); 

WnT = the  n-th message waiting  time (in slots); 
D,T = the  n-th message time  delay  (response  time)  (in 

slots). 

We note  that  the waiting  time o f a  message (W,) is equal to  
the  period of time  measured from  the  instant of message ar- 
rival to  the  instant  that  its channel  transmission starts. The 
message-delav time is eaual  to  the sum of its waiting  time  and 
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Fig. 2 Arrival-Departure  Time  and Queue-Size Realizations  under 

(a) a TDMA  Service Channel a_nd (b) an FDMA Serv-ice  Cham@. 
Note  that: U1 = U, = U3 = U1, U4 = Us = u6 = U4, U7 = U7, 
DnF - DnT = u n ;  x n 2  = XnMT. Single Packet Messages are 
Shown. 

its  transmission  time,  representing the period  from the mes- 
sage arrival time to its  reception  by  the  destination  station. 

A propagation  delay of R slots  must be added to all delay 
formulas  presented  here. Further,  note  that  the message wait- 
ing and  delay  times  are  expressed  here in slots. To express 
them  in  seconds,  just note  that each  slot is T s long. 

111. MESSAGE-DELAY  AND  QUEUE-SIZE DIFFERENCE 
VARIABLES FOR FDMA-TDMA  SCHEMES 

To compare an FDMA scheme with a TDMA scheme,  we as- 
sume that  the same  messages arrive at  the same  times {t,, n > 
1)  at  the  two schemes. Variable t, denotes  the arrival time  of 
the  n-th message to  be served. The channel is slotted  and  the 
first  slot in each time  frame is identified. (Each kM-th  slot, 
k 2 1, has  been recognized  as such  a  slot.)  The arrival times 
{ t,, n > 1) correspond to a  (properly  reordered)  realization of 
a general stochastic arrival process { A k ,  k 2 1 }. Message de- 
parture  times (i.e., the  instants  at  which message transmissions 
end) are  denoted by { R n F ,  n > 1)  and { R n T ,  n > I} under 
FDMA and TDMA schemes, respectively. Thus,  R,  denotes 
the  departure  time of the  n-th message  served. The  departure 
time  realizations  which  correspond to the arrival realization 
{t,, n > 1) are denoted  by {rnF,  n 2 1) and {rnT, n > 1). 

An arbitrary service  discipline  is assumed.  The  following 
conditions,  however,  must  be  satisfied: (a) the server  is not 
idle as long as any message  is waiting  for  transmission; (b) mes- 
sages are served in  the same sequential  order for  both FDMA 
and TDMA. It follows  from  our analysis here that these condi- 
tions  are satisfied by  any  arbitrary  work-conserving service 
discipline  used by  the  two schemes  (for  example:  first-come, 
first-served;  last-come,  first-served;  fixed  priority). These con- 
ditions  are also satisfied by  any discipline  which  depends upon 
message lengths, arrival times or  queue sizes at frame  starting 
time (see Eq. (3.22)). We note  further  that,  under TDMA, 
"server" does not refer to  the channel  itself, but  to  the allo- 
cated  (time)  portion of it. 

We set T,+l = t,+l - t,, n > 0. The  following  stochastic 
difference  equations are subsequently  noted (see Fig. 2). 

Under an FDMA scheme, we  have 

W,+lF = [ WnF +MB, -Tfl+1I+, 

where 

1x3 + A max (0, x) ; 

and 

DnF = W n F  +MB,, n 2 1 , 

so that 

D,+lF = [ o n F  -T,+11+ +MBn+1, 

Under  a TDMA scheme, we  have 

(3 4 

n >  1 .  (3.3) 

\ Vn+l otherwise, n B  1 ;  

DnT = WnT + 1 +M(B, - l), n 2 1 ,  (3 -5) 

where V, denotes  the  number  of  slots  separating  the arrival 
slot  of  the  n-th message from  the  start  of  the  next  frame.  Note 
t h a t O < V , < M - l f o r n B l . W e a l s o s e t  

U,=M-l-V, ,  n > l ,  (3.6) 

to  denote  the  number  of slots  separating the arrival slot of the 
n-th message from  the  end  of  the previous station service slot, 
so that 0 < U, <A4 - 1 for each n, with  probability  one. 

A maximum  period  of  time  during  which  the user buffer is 
occupied by messages  (assuming that a message  is dropped 
from  a  buffer when its  transmission is completed) is called a 
busy period. A busy  period  thus always starts  at  the  time of ar- 
rival of  a message which  experiences  a  zero waiting time (see 
Fig. 2). In particular, note  that a TDMA busy  period  starts at 
the arrival time of the message and  includes the period V,. 
Using relations (3.1)-(3.6),  we obtain  the  following results. 

Lemma I :  Consider a  busy  period  under the FDMA scheme. 
Assume that busy  period to  start  at arrival time t, . Then,  time 
t, also corresponds to  the  starting  time  of a  busy  period 
under  the TDMA scheme. For message departures  within  this 
FDMA busy  period we have,  with  probability  one, 

RmF -tm =MB,, (3.8) 

R m T  - t ,  = V, + 1 +M(B, - 1 ) .  (3.9) 

Proof? See Appendix A. 
We therefore  conclude  the  following  result. 
Corollaty 1: Within  an  FDMA busy  period  which  starts at 

arrival time t,, we have,  with  probability  one, 

RnF   -RnT=M - V,,, - 1 = U m .  I (3.10) 
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Message delays are given by 

DnF = RnF - t,; DnT = R n T  - t ,, n >  1. (3.11) 

Therefore,  using(3.lO)and (3.11), we conclude  that,  within an 
FDMA busy  period  which  starts  at t,, the message delay dif- 
ference variable is  given, with  probability  one,  by 

D,F  -D,T = R  F -R T = M -  V - 1 = u m m .  (3.12) 

We summarize  this  result  by  the  following  theorem,  for 
which we define v,, and c,, as 

?, = V,, if the  n-th message belongs to an FDMA 
busy  period  initiated  at t ,  ; (3.13a) 
- 0, = M -  v, - 1. (3.13b) 

Theorem I: For n > 1 we have, with  probability  one, 

D , ~   - D , ~  = M -  V ,  - 1 = U,. I 
- 

(3.14) 

Theorem  1  thus  provides  a simple characterization  of  the 
delay  difference variable in  terms  of  a  random variable 8,, 
which  depends  only  upon  the arrival stream {A, ,  n 2 1)  and 
the  associated TDMA frame  structure. In particular,  we con- 
clude  by  Eq.  (3.14)  that 

0 <D,F  -D,T < M -  1, with  probability  one.  (3.15) 

If,  whenever  there are message arrivals within  a  time  frame, 
there is always an arrival within  the  first  time  slot of the  frame, 
then c,, = 0 for  each  n,  and  consequently 

DnF = DnT, with  probability  one  for  each  n 2 1 .  (3.16) 

On the  other  hand, if message arrivals always occur  at  the 
end  of  the  frame,  then 

DnF = DnT + M  - 1, with  probability  one  for  each  n > 1.  

(3.17) 

These are the  two  extremes. An interesting “average” situation 
is  given by  the following. Assume X,, = 0. 

Theorem 2: Consider a message arrival process ( A k ,  k >  1) 
under  which 8, is uniformly  distributed over ( 0 ,  1,  2, -e, 

M - 1).  Then we have,  for  each  n > 1, 

1  -M-li,  if i = 0, 1, e-, M -  1 

P(DnF  -DnT B i) = 

0, i f i > M ;  

(3.18) 

E(DnF)--E(DnT) = 2 ( M -  1);  (3.19) 
1 

1 
Var (onF -onT) = (M - 1). (3.20) 

In particular,  this is the case when {Ak, k > 1) is a sequence 
of i.i.d.  random variables except  that, over the first  frame, U,, 
is uniformly  distributed.  This is also the case for an  i.i.d. 
{ A k ,  k 2 1) process at  steady  state (as k + -). 

Proof: The  results  follow from  Theorem 1 when c,, is 
uniformly  distributed.  For  the i.i.d. { A k )  process, see Ap- 
pendix B. It is also shown  in  Appendix B how  the  distribution 
of e,, is calculated. 

Using relations (3.1)-(3.5), we obtain  the  queue-size  dif- 
ference variable to  be characterized as follows (see Appendix 
A). 

Theorem 3: For  n 2 1, we have,  with  probability  one, 

0, i fR,F<k<R,+lT 
1, i f R m T < k < R m F  (3.2 1) 
0, otherwise, 

for  some m. In particular, 

X k T  & X ~ M ~  = X k M F ,  with  probability  one, 
- 

(3.22) 

so that z k T  and X k F  are governed by  the same distribution 
functions,  for  each  k > 1. 

By Theorem 3 (relation  (3.22)),  we  conclude that  under 
FDMA and TDMA schemes,  the  same  terminal  buffer  queue- 
size requirements are imposed.  Theorem  2  characterizes  the 
difference  between  the message delays. We note  that  the  mes- 
sage delay  under an FDMA scheme is always larger than  that 
under  a TDMA scheme. The  difference ranges from 0 to M - 
1  slots. 

In deriving the results  presented  above, we have assumed a 
slotted FDMA scheme  where arrivals are  recorded  only  at  the 
slot  starting  times.  Under an unslotted  (continuous) FDMA 
scheme, arrivals can be recorded  at  their  actual  instants  of  ar- 
rival at  the station. 

Appendix  C  shows  that,  if  a  time-continuous arrival stream 
is considered  and an unslotted FDMA scheme is used,  the  re- 
sulting  limiting  mean message delay E[DF(c)] will be  equal to 
the  corresponding  delay  for  slotted FDMA, 

E[DF(c)]   =E[DF] , (3.23) 

provided that arrivals are uniformly  distributed over each  slot. 
Under  these  conditions,  we also set 

1 

2 
E[DT(c)] = E[DT] + -, (3.24) 

and  conclude  :that 

1 

2 
E[DF(c)] -E[DT(c)] = - M -  1 . (3.25) 

Furthermore,  it is shown in Appendix C that 

I DnF(c) -DnF I < 1 

for  each  n 2 1. with Drobabilitv one.  where DnF(c) denotes 
1L .. . , 
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the  n-th message delay under  the  unslotted FDMA scheme. We 
thus  conclude  that  the  slotted FDMA queueing processes pro- 
vide  very  close approximations to  the corresponding  unslotted 
FDMA  processes. 

Relation  (3.25)  has  been noted  in [8] to hold  for  a Poisson 
arrival stream.  Such  a  stream satisfies the  abovementioned 
conditions.  Our  results  here  further  enable us to characterize 
the  distribution  of  the  delay  difference variable under  a  general 
message arrival stream, at  any  time k. 

IV.  MESSAGE-DELAY DIFFERENCE UNDER UNEQUAL 
TIME FRAME AND BANDWIDTH'ALLOCATIONS 

Consider a TDMA scheme  with  a time  frame  containing M 
slots,  where  station  1 is  assigned K slots  during  each  time 
frame, 1 Q K Q M. We set 

assuming, for  mathematical  simplicity,  that M/K is an  integer. 
We further assume that  the  station-1 K slots  are  uniformly 
distributed over the  time frame.  Thus, station 1 is allocated 
the  first, (N + 1)-st, (UV + 1)-st, .-, [(K - 1)(N+  l)]-st  slot 
of any  time frame. 

Under this TDMA scheme, station 1 is  assigned transmission 
time  which is equal to KM-l = N-l of  the whole available 
transmission time.  To  compare  this TDMA procedure  with  a 
corresponding FDMA scheme, we consider an  FDMA proce- 
dure  which  allocates to station 1  a  frequency  bandwidth  of 
N-lW = K(W/M) Hz. Under  this FDMA scheme, we thus as- 
sume messages to be  transmitted  at  a  bit  rate  of N-lC = 
K(M-lG') bits/s. 

To  compare  the message-delay and queue-size behavior of 
these  TDMA and FDMA schemes, we note  the following 
properties.  Concerning the service of  station-1 messages,  we 
can  regard this TDMA scheme as an  equivalent TDMA scheme 
with  a  time  frame that  contains N slots,  where  station  1 is al- 
located  a single slot  within  each  such  time  frame. Clearly, both 
TDMA schemes  are  identical.  Furthermore, the  packet trans- 
mission time  under  the  present FDMA scheme is equal to  N 
slots  which,  in  turn, is equal to the  duration  of  the  time  frame 
in the equivalent TDMA scheme.  Therefore,  the  results  for  the 
message-delay (or  queue-size)  difference variables for  the pre- 
sent TDMA/FDMA schemes  are  identical to those  presented  in 
the previous section,  when  the  abovementioned  modifications 
are incorporated.  Subsequently,  the  following  results  are  con- 
cluded from Theorems 1-3. 

Theorem 4: Consider a TDMA scheme  with  a time  frame 
containing M slots,  where station 1 is uniformly  allocated K 
slots  in  each  time  frame. Assume  an  FDMA scheme  where 
station  1 is allocated  a bandwidth  of N-l W Hz, where N = 
MK-.l .  Then,  for  n 2 1, we have for  these  schemes,  with 
probability  one, 

c 

D n F  -D  T = N -  V -1  = u - n ,  (4.2) 

where Vn denotes  the  number  of  slots separating the arrival 
slot of the  n-th  station-1 message from  the  start  of  the  next 
station-1 service slot, Yn is defined in  terms  of V ,  according 

to Eq. (3.13), I?,, = N - 1 - Yn and 0 Q 6,, Q N - 1 , 0  Q 

If  the message arrival process  is such  that Gn is uniformly 
distributed over (0, 1, .-, N - I}, relations (3.18)-(3.20) 
hold  with M replaced by N .  Similarly, the  corresponding 
queue-size relations  (3.21)  and  (3.22)  hold. 

We note  that, as K increases, K t M, and  station 1 is al- 
located  more service resources (in time  or  bandwidth),  the 
delay  difference decreases.  In particular, for K = M ,  station 1 
is the  only  one  that uses the channel  continuously, so that  the 
TDMA and FDMA schemes  coincide. 

Thus,  the advantage of  a TDMA scheme over  an  FDMA 
scheme,  in providing lower message delay values, becomes 
more  significant as the  portion  of  channel  (time  and  band- 
width)  resources, assigned to  the station  under  consideration, 
decreases. 

If station-I service slots. are not  uniformly  distributed over 
the  time  frame,  the delay  difference DnF - DnT can become 
negative, as well as larger than N - 1 slots,  for  certain messages. 
The  comparison analysis  is then carried out  in a similar manner. 
However, if  the message arrival process is such that arrivals are 
uniformly  distributed over the time  frame, it is readily ap- 
parent  that  the results of Theorem 4 provide a close approxi- 
mation. Precise  message-delay distributions  for  a TDMA 
scheme,  where  station-1 service slots  are  consecutively d o -  
cated,aregivenin [ l ] ,   [ I l l .  

u v, < N -  1. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have  derived the  distributions  of  the  random variables 
which  represent the difference  between the message delays 
and the  buffer queue-sizes under FDMA and TDMA  schemes. 
The queue-size difference variable is shown to be a  binary  ran- 
dom variable,  assuming the values 0 and  1.  It is equal to 0 at  
the  start  of each  time  frame.  Thus,  the FDMA and TDMA 
station  buffer queue-sizes  are  essentially the same. 

The  distribution  of  the message delay  difference variable  is 
shown to  be  equal to the  distribution  of  a  certain variable as- 
sociated  with the time  position of the first message arrival 
within  a  time  frame.  Consequently, we conclude  that  the mes- 
sage delay  under FDMA  is  always larger than  that  under 
TDMA, with  the  difference  lying  between 0 and  the  time- 
frame duration. In particular,  for an independent arrival proc- 
ess at  steady-state,  the message delay  difference variable  is 
uniformly  distributed over the  time  frame (see Theorem 2). 

Expressions for  the  separate queue-size and message delay 
distributions  under FDMA and TDMA schemes have been 
recently derived in [l 11 and [ 141. In relating  these  results 
to those derived in  this  paper, we note  the following.  (See 
[l 1  ] , [ 141 for  derivation details.) 

For  the FDMA channel, assume that {A&,  k 2 I} is an 
i.i.d. sequence  of  random variables with  the  z-transform  of 
the probabilities  of A& being  A*@),  and mean E@&) = A; 
{Bn,  n > 1) is an i.i.d. sequence  with  z-transform B*(z), and 
mean E@,) = B. The  corresponding variances are denoted  by 
Var(A) and Var(B). The  traffic  intensity  parameter p is then 
equal to 
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For p < 1,  the  steady-state  z-transforms  of  the  distributions of time  distribution to be governed by  the  z-transform 
the  queue size and  the message delay,  denoted  by X,*(z) and 
D,*(Z) respectively,  are given by  the following  expressions: (1 -p)(zM -1) 1 -N*(B*(zM)) w, *(z) = 

ZM -N*(B*(zM)) N[ 1 -B*(zM)] . (5.8) 

(1  -P)(z--1)B*(A*(z)M) 
z -B*(A*(z)M) 

x, *(z) = 9 Iz I <  1 ;  (5.2) Using X x Y to denote  that X and Y are governed by  the . . .  . 

(1 - 1) 
D,*(z) =B*(zM) 

z - A*(B*(zM1l 

same distribution,  the TDMA limiting message-delay  variable 
DT is expressed as 

1 -  P DF = - M I + -  [ (A)-2 var (A)  
2 2(1 -PI 

in  accordance  with  Little's  Theorem. 
We note  that, if a  continuous-time Poisson arrival process is 

assumed, the waiting-time  transform is  given by  the well- 
known M/G/l Pollaczeck-Khintchine  formula. In particular,  as 
noted  before  (and  shown  in  Appendix C), the  mean delay is 
then given by expression (5.4). 

For  the TDMA scheme  described in  Section 11, we  make  the 
following  assumptions. The message arrival process is described 
by  the sequence {N,, m 2 l}, where N ,  expresses-the  num- 
ber  of messages  arriving during  the  m-th frame. We assume 
{N,, m 2 1)  to  be  a  sequence  of i.i.d. random variables 
governed by  the z-transform  N*(z),  mean E(N,) = f l ,  and 
the second moment E(Nm2) = p. The message-length se- 
quence {B,,, n >, 1) is composed of  i.i.d. random variables 
with  z-transform B*(z) and  mean B. The  traffic  intensity  pa- 
rameter p is then  equal to 

p =X-B. (5 -6) 

* [Var (A)-M-l  Var (N>] . 

Therefore,  for 

Var (N)=MVar (A), m=MA, 

(5.1 1) 

(5.12) 

and  p < 1, we  have 

1 

2 
D, -DT =-(M- l ) ,  (5.13) 

as observed in  Section 111. 
In the special  case when messages arrive according to an 

i.i.d. sequence { A k ,  k 2 l}, the TDMA results  are given by  the 
above  corresponding  expressions  with N*(z) set  equal to 

For p < 1 ,  the  z-transform  of the steady-state  distribution  of N*(~) = [ A  *(z)l . (5.14) 
the  queue size T,, = XnM, denoted by  fT*(z), is obtained to 
be given by (see [ 141 ), In particular, we then  note  that (5.13)  holds  and 

2 T  *(z) = 
2T*(z) = X,*(Z), (5.15) 

z -B*(N*(z)) 
as shown  in  Section 111. Similar results are obtained  when 

The  steady-state message delay  distribution  for  a TDMA other service  disciplines are assumed or when  the FDMA and 
service channel  has  recently  been derived in [l 13 . Assume that TDMA schemes  of  Section IV  are considered. 
an  FCFS  discipline is used to serve  messages  arriving within The  results  presented  here  can also be applied to  derive . 

different  time  frames. Messages  arriving during  the Same time message-delay distributions  for various demand-assignment 
frame  are served in  random  order.  Then, we obtain,  for p = FDMA or TDMA schemes. (See, for  example,  [14]  for  the 
RB < 1 (see [ 111 , [ 141 for derivations) the message waiting- analysis of certain DA/FDMA and DA/TDMA schemes.) 



APPENDIX A 

Pro0 f o f Lemma 1 
Assume an FDMA busy  period to start at  time t,, corre- 

sponding to  the arrival time  of  the  m-th  customer. This  time is 
located V,  slots  prior to the  start of the  next frame. Further, 
assume that a TDMA busy  period also starts  at  this  time. 

Within the  corresponding FDMA busy  period, messages suc- 
cessively require  transmission  times  of  lengths [MB,., j > m}, 
and  subsequently  depart at times 

k 

R,+kF = t ,  + M E  B,+i,  k>O. (A- 1) 

Within the  corresponding TDMA busy  period,  each  packet 
is transmitted  only  during  the  first  slot of each  time  frame. 
Therefore, message departure  times are  given by 

i= 0 

In Eq.  (A-2),  we note  that  the  m-th message departs at time 
RmT = t, + V,  + 1 + M(B, - l) ,  while successive interde- 
parture  times  are  equal to M slots  each. 

From  (A-l)-(A-2),  we obtain  the following  relationships: 

R m F  - t ,  =MB, ; ( A 4  

RmT - t ,  = V ,  + 1 +M(B, - 1) .  (A-5) 

Eqs. (A-3)-(A-5) thus yield  Eqs. (3.7)-(3.9). 
Using (A-l)-(A-2), we obtain  the  time difference  between 

the  departure  times  of  the same customer  within  the busy 
periods,  under the  two  systems, to be  equal to 

belongs to an FDMA bus2  period  initiated % by  the  m-th mes- 
sage, m < n. The variable U,, is given by U,, = M - pn - 1 .  

Let v(n) denote  the ? = V value associated  with the  n-th 
message  which initiates an  FDMA busy period. We are interested 
in  computing  the  distribution  of @), 

for  each n 2 1,  and  the  associated  steady-state  distribution 

when it exists. 
We describe  here the  computation of {u,(n)} and [u,} 

when {N ,  , m 2 1)  and { A k ,  k > 1) are sequences of  i.i.d. 
random variables. 

Assume first  that  the process {N,,, n > l}, representing the 
number  of arrivals within  each  frame, is a  sequence  of i.i.d. 
random variables. The  n-th FDMA busy  period  starts  and ends 
(at different  frames) at a  slot  which is ?(n) slots  prior to the 
start  of  a  frame. 

Since FDMA busy  periods start  at  different  time  frames  and 
{ N k )  is an i.i.d. sequence, we conclude  that { v(in), n 2 1) is 
a  (time  homogeneous) Markov chain over the  state space S = 
{0 ,  1, .*., M - 1). To characterize  this process,  we must  com- 
pute  its  (stationary)  transition  probability  functions {Pij, i, 
id}, where 

P k m  =P{& + 1 ) = m  I v (n )=k) .  03-31 

Given @n) = k,  the  n-th FDMA busy  period  starts and  ends 
k slots  prior to the  start of a  frame.  Subsequently,  the (n + 1)-st 
FDMA busy  period  starts  either  within the same frame  where 
the previous  one  ended or within  a new frame.  Corresponding 
to these two events, P k m  can  be  decomposed into  the  sum  of 
two probabilities: 

P k m  = P [ I = k - m , m < k - l  1 T(n)=k} 

+ P [ I 2  k + 1, ?(n + 1) = m I V(n) = k }  , (B4)  

R,+kF -R,+kT = M -  v, - 1 urn . (A-6) where I denotes  the  number  of  slots  between  the  end  of  the 
n-th FDMA busy  period  and the occurrence  of the  next ar- 

Since 0 < um < M - 1, we conclude  that, if the FDMA busy rival. Since [Nn ,  n > 1) are  i.i.d. random variables, we  can 
period  terminates  with  the  departure  of  the  N-th message, so (B4) further to Obtain 

does the  corresponding TDMA busy  period.  The  following 
(N + 1)-st arrival, which  starts  the  next FDMA busy  period, P k m  = P { I = k - m , m < k - l  l N ~ ( o , M - k ) = o )  
thus also starts  the  next TDMA busy  period. By induction, as- 
suming X ,  = 0, we conclude  that a  starting  time  of  an FDMA + P ( I > k +  1 INA(O,M-k)=O} 
busy  period also corresponds to a  starting  time of a TDMA 
busy  period. 0 . P [ V = m  I N >  1). (B-5) 

APPENDIX B In Eq. (€3-S), NA(O, M - k) denotes  the  number  of arrivals in 

The Computation of the Distribution of v,, and o,, the first M - k slots of the frame.  Thus, the first term in (B-5) 
expresses the  conditional  probability  that no arrivals occur in 

As defined by  Eq. (3.13), Fn is equal to  the  number  of  the  first (M - k) + (k - m) - 1 = M - m - 1  slots  of  a  time 
slots  separating the  time  of arrival of  the  m-th message and  the  frame  and  an arrival does  occur  at  the  next  slot, given that  no 
start  of  the  next time  frame,  provided  that  the  n-th message arrivals have occurred  in  the  first M - k slots  of  this  frame. In 
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the second  term of (B-S), the expression P{ f$n + 1) = m / N  2 
l} denotes  the probability that  the first arrival within  a  time 
frame will be at ?= m  slots  prior to  its  end, given that a t  least 
one  arrival  occurs  within the frame ( N >  1). 

Using relation (B-S),  we obtain  the  transition  probabilities 
{Pkm} of the Markov chain {?(in)}. Subsequently, we can 
compute urn (n)  recursively, using the  relation 

M-1 

U r n @  + 1) = X uk(n)Pkm, m = 0, 1, M -  1 , 
k=O 

(B-6) 
starting  with 

u r n ( l ) = P ( ~ = m ~ I > l ) ,   m = 0 ,   l , - , M - l .  (B-7) 

In  particular, the  stationary  distribution {urn}  is evaluated by 
solving the  set of  equations 

If the arrival  process is such that P k m  > 0, each k ,  m,  the 
Markov chain is irreducible  aperiodic positive recurrent,  and  a 
unique  stationary  distribution  satisfying  (B-2)  exists. 

Example: Assume that  the i.i.d. arrival process { N ,  , m 2 1) 
is such that  either  there are no arrivals in a frame  (with  proba- 
bility  1 - p )  or  (with probability'p)  there is a  (possibly  ran- 
dom) group  of arrivals in a  frame  such that  the first  arrival  in 
such  a  group is always M - 1  slots  prior to  the  end of the 
frame.  Then, we have 

In  Eq. (B-9, we note  that NA(O, M - k )  = 0 3 I >  k + 1 so 
that  the first  term is equal to zero.  For  the  second  term,  we 
have 

and 

where 6,, is the  Kronecker  delta  function.  Therefore, Pkm = 
6rn,M-l, implying  result (B-9). 

We consider now  the  special case where  the message arrival 
process is such that { A k ,  k > 1) is an i.i.d. sequence of ran- 
dom variables.  Then, we have 

P ( I= j )=ao j - l ( l  -ao ) ,  

j = 1, 2, ... ' (B-10) 

P(I>k + 1) = u g h ,  k >  1 ; (B-11) 

m = 0, 1, ..., M -  1. (B-12) 

Substituting (B-lO)-(B-12) into (B-S), and  noting  that I is now 
statistically  independent of NA(O, M - k), we conclude that 

P k m  = (1 - ao)aOk-rn-lI(m < k - 1) 

+ aok(l -aoM)-l(1 -ao)aoM--l-m, 

k, m = 0, 1, -,M- 1 ,  (B-13) 

where Z(A) denotes  the  indicator  function of A .  
Using expressions  (B-l2)-(B-13)  in  relations (B-6)-(B-7), 

the  distribution {urn(n)} is obtained.  Note  that  the Markov 
chain is now irreducible  aperiodic. To  obtain  the unique 
stationary  distribution {urn},  we solve the  set of linear  equa- 
tions (B-8) with  (B-13)  incorporated.  Note  that  setting 
u,(n) = 1/M,  m = 0,1 ,  -.e, M - 1, we obtain  by (B-13) that 

m = 0, 1, - , M -  1 . (B-14) 

We thus conclude that  the  sfationary  distribution is a  uniform 
distribution: 

Finally, we note  that, if the arrival process is such that over 
the  first  frame we have urn(l) = M-l,  m = 0, 1, e - ,  M - 1, 
whiie the process  {Ah, k 2 1) is  i.i.d. over the  other frames, 
then { .qn ) }  is a Markov chain  with  a  transition  probability 
function  (B-13)  and  a  uniform  initial  distribution.  Therefore, 
for  this  process,  the  stationary  and  initial  distributions  are 
identical  and  subsequently we conclude that 

Vrn(n)=M-l, m = 0 ,  1;-,M-1, (B-16) 

for each n > 1. 

APPENDIX C 

The Message Delay Difference Between  Time-Slotted and 
Continuous FDMA Schemes 

In a  time-continuous FDMA scheme, message arrivals are 
recorded and considered  for service immediately upon  their 
arrival. Thus, if a message arrives to  find an empty  station  buf- 
fer, it is allowed to  start transmission  immediately. 

In a  slotted FDMA scheme, message arrivals are  recorded 
and  considered  for service only at  the  end of the underlying 
time  slot (or the  start of  the  next  slot). 

Let W n ( s )  and W n ( c )  denote  the waiting  time (in slots) of 
the  n-th message under  the  slotted  and  continuous FDMA 
schemes,  respectively. We readily note  that  the  n-th message 
belongs to  the same  busy  period  in both schemes. Assume that 
the  busy  period  containing the  n-th message, under the  contin- 
uous FDMA scheme, starts 6,  slots  before  the  start  of  a slot, 
O<61<l .Thenwecanwri te  

W n ( S )  = W n ( C )  +I(wn(c)>o)(6,-6n),  (C- 1 ) 
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where I(W,(C) > 0) = 1 if W , ( C )  > 0 = 0 if W , ( c )  = 0. TO 
explain (C-I), note  that,  if W , ( c )  = 0, then WnCs) = W , ( c )  = 
0. On  the  other  hand, if W,(c )  > 0, then  the service of  the  n-th 
message under  the  continuous FDMA scheme  starts 61 units 
prior to  that under  the  slotted  scheme. However, in measuring 
waiting time  for  the  slotted scheme, we  have not  accounted 
for  the  delay  of 6, units  from arrival to the  start of a  slot, 
since arrivals at  the  slotted scheme are recorded  only at  the 
start  of a slot; These factors  account  for  the (6, - 6,) differ- 
ence variable. 

From  (C-I), we conclude  that 

W n ( S )  - W,(C) -6, < 1, w.p. 1. (C-2) 

1 W n ( S )  - W n ( C )  1 < 161 -6,IG 1, w.p. 1.  (C-3) 

and 

In particular,  when the  continuous message arrival process 
is such  that arrivals are  uniformly  distributed over the  slot, as 
is the case for a Poisson arrival stream, we  have (proceeding as 
in  Appendix B) 

1 
E@,) =E@,) = y ,  (C-4) 

and  therefore,  by (C-2),  we conclude that 

E(W,(”)) =E(W,(C)) . (C-5) 

Also, by (C-2), 

1 
6 

Var [ W , ( S )  - W , c D ) ]  < 2 Var (6,) = -. (C-6) 

The same conclusions  apply to  the  corresponding mes- 
sage  delays Dn(S) ,  D,(c) ,  since  service times are the same 
under  both schemes. We also note  that’ these  observations 
apply to the comparison of any  time-continuous service 
scheme  with  discrete service  variables with  the  associated  slot- 
ted  discrete-time  queueing  system,  and that (C-5) holds  when- 
ever E(6 ) = E(6 ,). 
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